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IO3 Etoolkit 
Stakeholders interview 

 
• Interview with Manuela La Licata, Informatics teacher at EURO 

Association, in Palermo (Sicily, Italy) 
 
Q: Manuela, on which STEM disciplines your experimentation has been conducted? 
A: I am an Informatics teacher in vocational training courses organized by EURO Association. I 
taught for 32 hours basic elements of Informatics at 15 students in total. 
 
Q: Why did you decide to use this approach? 
Flipped classroom provides students with direct access to slides and other teaching resources 
on online educational platforms. 

Of course, these technology-based approaches have become a greater priority during the 
COVID-19 pandemic. In particular, the increasing restrictions are profoundly affecting the 
ways in which we teach and students learn and work. 

The restrictions introduced have led to the suspension of our classes. For this reason, a wide 
variety of mechanisms have been put in place to ensure that teaching is carried out on a 
regular basis.  

In these conditions, innovative approaches based on distance learning and online tools play 
an important role at this time. 

Q: Which are the students’ opinions about the flipped classroom? 
A:  Some students were satisfied with the online practice and were interested in continuing to 
learn without regularly attending face-to-face lessons. 
They highlighted the relevance of videos, recorded lectures, and group discussions, among 
other digital resources. In some cases, these helped students to divert attention away from 
the stress caused by the pandemic. 
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Q: which is your feedback as a teacher who had been learning under the flipped classroom 
model during the 19/20 academic year? Would you underline positive aspects and 
drawbacks? 
 
A: The application of this methodology promoted the improvement of learning abilities. Most 
of them had improved their digital skills and increased their motivation thanks to this 
methodology. 
Moreover, time optimization has been one of the main benefits.  
Thirdly, it contributes to the student learning achievement and engagement despite pandemic 
constraints. 
Despite these clear benefits for skills development and active participation of students, there 
are still some drawbacks. 
The most important are some technology-based problems mainly due to lack of access to the 
internet and other technological resources. 
Moreover, the challenge is identifying adapted learning materials that successfully meet the 
specific needs of all the students and, sometimes, in creating lecture videos, slides, and other 
learning resources via online platforms. 
Therefore, further reflection are needed to improve and adjust these approaches according 
to the increasing demands and needs of the students and learners in general. 
	
	
	
	
	
 


